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• Microsoft Edge may have the familiar appearance you’ve seen 
before, but don't be fooled, Microsoft has finally rebuilt it’s browser 
from the ground up, and if you’re looking to try something other than 
Chrome, you should definitely check out what new features Edge has 
to offer. 

• Instead of relying on it’s own web engine, Edge is now powered by 
the Chromium code base and the Blink web engine, both of which 
also power Chrome. This change should mean better performance 
and compatibility with websites. 



• 1. Importing Data

• The first time you start up the browser, Edge will offer to import data from 
Chrome, Firefox, or Safari. Depending on which one you’re coming from, 
that could include bookmarks, passwords, browsing history, settings, and 
any tabs you have open. This is a lot easier than manually adding 
everything, and takes the stress out of switching to a new browser.

• If you choose to skip this, you can come back to it later by opening the 
Edge menu, choosing Settings, Profiles, and Import browser data. Choose 
the browser you want to get data from, then choose your categories. You 
can opt to choose or not choose what to bring over.









• 2. Control Your Privacy

• Privacy is very important today, especially online. Microsoft has made 
the process of choosing these privacy settings easier than ever 
before. Open the browser menu, click Settings, then choose Privacy 
and Services to find the three levels of privacy Edge has to 
offer; Basic, Balanced, or Strict.









• 3. Immersive Reader

• You’re trying to read an article, but images clutter the 
page. Immersive Reader now allows you to simplify the page so you 
only see the text. You can adjust the colors of the page and the size of 
the text from the Text Preference box. You can even have the text 
read aloud to you by clicking on the Read Aloud button.



Enter Reader Mode in Immersive Reader 

Entering Reader Mode in Immersive Reader will simplify the page you're on by hiding distracting pop-ups 

and buttons, leaving you with just the important parts: textual and visual content. Once you enter Reader 

Mode, start using tools like Read Aloud, Text preferences, Grammar tools and Reading preferences.

To enter Reader Mode, use Microsoft Edge to visit a website you want to read.  Select Enter Immersive 

Reader in the address bar or use the keyboard shortcut F9. 



To exit Immersive reader, select Exit Immersive Reader in the address bar or use the keyboard 

shortcut F9. 



Read Aloud in Microsoft Edge

Read Aloud is a simple but powerful tool that reads the text of a web page audibly.  

To begin, select Read Aloud from the Immersive Reader toolbar. A ribbon toolbar appears at the top of 

the page after you start Read Aloud. The toolbar includes buttons to play audio, skip to the next or 

previous paragraph, and adjust Voice options. Voice options allow you to change the reader's voice and slow down 

or speed up their reading pace.

To stop listening, select the Pause button or the X to close Read aloud. 









































• Multitask on the web

• Easily access the sidebar to hide or show your selected features and 
multitask faster without breaking your flow.

•







• A home page built for gamers

• Microsoft Edge’s personalized gaming homepage is built with 
exclusive Xbox features and curated content tailored to your gaming 
interests and experiences.







• Achieve more performance

• Microsoft Edge was designed with world class performance and 
speed from Chromium and is optimized to work best with Windows.



• Tabbed browsing enables users to open multiple website pages in 
browsers. However, every webpage you open consumes a bit more 
system resources. Having many page tabs open can considerably 
increase a browser’s RAM and CPU utilization.

Sleeping tabs 
Therefore, some browsers now have sleep tab features that reduce 
their system resource usage. Edge is one browser that includes such a 
feature. There are also numerous extensions available for Chromium 
browsers you can sleep tabs with. This is how you can sleep tabs in 
Edge with its built-in settings and an additional extension.



Startup boost
• Microsoft has added a new feature called Startup Boost to improve 

the Microsoft Edge browser startup speed experience. Startup boost 
keeps the browser running in the background with minimal 
processes, so Microsoft Edge will start more quickly when launched 
from the taskbar, desktop. This feature will help to optimize your 
browser’s performance.









Extensions









• Make the most of your time online

• Microsoft Edge features such as Collections, Vertical Tabs, and 
Immersive Reader help you organize and get the most of your time 
while browsing, streaming, searching, sharing and more.

• Microsoft Edge has built-in tools like Collections, vertical tabs and tab 
groups that help you stay organized and make the most of your 
time online



Vertical tabs

• Group and collapse your tabs to organize your content and 
create space to focus on your screen.

• Vertical tabs are also more convenient for keeping track of 
many tabs while minimizing window clutter. Each tab is 
reduced to an icon, which you can quickly take in at a glance. 
And when you hover your mouse over an icon, a bar pops 
out with the titles of your tabs, making clear what you’ve got 
open.

• For starters, switching between vertical and horizontal tabs is fast and simple. Just 
tap CTRL + SHIFT + , on your keyboard. Alternatively, you can head into Settings and 
search for the feature, or click the black window icon at the far left of your tab row. 







Collections

• Save multiple tabs, organize lists, share content and sync your 
collections across devices. 

• Collections in Microsoft Edge helps you keep track of your ideas on the web, whether you're shopping, planning a trip, collecting notes for research or 
lesson plans, or just want to pick up where you left off the last time you were browsing the internet. Whatever you're doing on the web, Collections can 
help.

• Collections syncs across your signed-in devices, so if you use Microsoft Edge on multiple devices, your collections will always be up to date on all of 
them. 



To change the title of the collection, select it at the top of the Collections 
pane.

Select Collections at the upper-right 

corner of Microsoft Edge and then Start new 

collection.



When you're ready to start adding content to your collection, you can do this in several ways:

● Select Add current page to save an entire webpage to the collection.

● Select and drag an image into the collection.

● Select and drag a link or highlighted text into the collection.



Web capture

• Easily capture and mark up or add comments to your screenshots on 
webpages, using pen or touch

• When you open web capture, you can use the selection tool to capture just the content you want. We found that sometimes you want more than what 

you’re able to see on the webpage, so we have added the ability for you to select content lower down on the page. To do this, just hold down the 

selection tool and drag to the bottom of the page; the page will automatically start to scroll so that you can capture everything you need in one go.

•
• Once you are done with the capture, you will see a menu with a couple of options: 'Copy' and 'Add notes'. Click Copy to add the image to your 

clipboard. It will then be available for you to paste into any application. If you want to mark up the screenshot with inking tools, select the Add notes 

option. You will see the image in a dialog box where you can draw on it, share, save and copy with your annotations. 












